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When Two Proud And Smart Amitians Secure AIR 2, Its Got To Be Twice As Nice!

“We are what we repeatedly do. 
Excellence is, therefore, not an
act but habit.”

-Aristotle

Amity has forged an

eternal bond with

excellence, the CBSE

Board Examination Results for

Class X and XII bear testimony

to this. From securing AIR 2 in

Class X to emerging as city

toppers, Amitians have

outshone yet again. This year

too saw Amitians ace

competitive exams, whilst

competing with top scholars of

the country. Yet again the

students clinched ‘100’ in

various subjects. And Amity did

what it is best at – setting new

milestones and records.

Surpassing all hurdles and

exceeding all expectations, the

legacy of achievements has now

become a regular occurrence, as

the young guns of Amity have

surely made a lifelong

friendship, or in better words, a

special ‘Amity’ with excellence!
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Two is better than one
Alisha Taneja, GT Network

Amity is twice as proud this time as two stu-
dents from AIS Noida share All India Rank
2 with a staggering 99.6% in Class X! GT

had a tête-à-tête with Anchit Jain and Anshika
Gupta, the two stars of the moment, as they share
their life, and it was twice the fun!

Twice the joy
Anshika: Being rewarded for your hard work sure

brings happiness. But when you’re rewarded
with AIR 2, the happiness is twice as much.  

Anchit: I’m overjoyed. I expected above
95% but not being AIR 2. It was a cherry
on the icing, making me doubly happy. 

Twice the competition
Anshika: Any exam brings with itself
a certain competitive spirit. And
when it is Class X, the competition
is twice as much. But, I always be-
lieved in healthy competition and
my aim was not to defeat anyone.
Anchit: I do believe I am compet-
itive. I was aiming to be in top 10
of my school, but sharing AIR 2
with Anshika was unexpected.

Twice the diligence
Anshika: I was always regular with

my studies. I made it a point to be
twice as consistent in Class X. Be it

any holiday or festival, I would study 2
to 3 hours, touching all topics that were
taught the same day. I divided my time ac-
cording to the syllabus, but Math and lan-
guages needed regular practice.

Anchit: My strategy was limited
to preparing a schedule and fol-
lowing it. I just ensured com-
pleting the syllabus twice
before each board. It was only
possible because I put double
the hard work.

Twice the inspiration
Anshika: I was inspired by all my
teachers. They put in twice the
amount of effort with us to help under-
stand difficult topics and were very supportive.
Anchit: The tales of all the toppers I heard were
my inspiration. My parents also helped me at every
step and ensured that I had no problems while
studying. They were twice as nervous as I was!

Twice the gratitude
Anshika: My teachers were my pillars; always
motivating me. I couldn’t be more grateful to
Chairperson ma’am for giving me such a
great school that has shaped my success.
Anchit: My teachers and the school were
major contributors to my success. This
twin support was crucial to succeeding
in the boards. 

Twice the ambition
Anshika: My plan is to become a CA
and take over my father’s firm. I have
opted for commerce instead of science
which most of the toppers opt for. My
ultimate goal is to give twice of what is
expected from me and be successful.
Anchit: I have currently opted for the
science stream. I don’t have any major
plans as of now; I’ll just continue

working hard. The ultimate goal is satisfaction.

Twice the advice
Anshika: Regularity, hard work, and belief in
oneself is the mantra. Study smart and be

completely focused on whatever you study.
Anchit: Consistency and time management is

key. Practice brings perfection; in exams like these,
double your practice and give your best!G  T
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Will the Swachh Bharat
Internship programme boost
rural sanitation? 
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Amity’s Aces, P6-7

Do you think Brazil will
reach the finals of the
FIFA World Cup 2018?

a) Yes
b) No
c) Can’t say

Amity excels yet again in
CBSE Board Examinations
2017-18 for Class X & XII.
This special edition is a 
celebration of Amity’s
achievements in fine print.

Results as on June 30, 2018
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Anshika Gupta, AIS Noida

2 AIR in Class X Board Examinations,
shared by two students from AIS Noida

551 students score over 90% (XII)

806 students score over 90% (X)
100% results 

Highlights

26.81%

35.88%

CLASS XII RESULTS 

37.31%

Above 90% █ 80-90% █ Below 80% █

CLASS X RESULTS 

Above 90% █ 80-90% █ Below 80% █

CBSE Results Stand Proof!
An ‘Amity’ with excellenceAn ‘Amity’ with excellence

Anchit Jain, AIS Noida
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Anchit Jain & Anshika
Gupta, AIS Noida

Feat: AIR 2 in Class X
CBSE Board Exam

47.64%

20.3%

32.06%


